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Appointment of Non-Executive Chairman
REFFIND Limited (ASX: RFN, the Company) advises that David Jackson has been appointed as the
Company’s Non-Executive Chairman effective today.
Mr. Jackson brings 26 years of management experience in enterprise and mobile technology, executive
search and talent management with a proven track record in development and commercialization of
new technologies and revenue generation.
Mr. Jackson is a founding Director of S2P Project Professionals IT Services and the founder and CEO
of FundX, a marketplace invoice financing platform that is embracing big data and predictive algorithms
developed with KPMG Australia to provide risk-based funding to SMEs where bank finance is unavailable
or expensive.
The FundX platform is built with Blockchain’s distributed ledger technology, leveraging the protection,
agility and transparency of Blockchain.
Mr. Jackson is a principal investor in a wide range of compelling and early stage Blockchain and mobile
technology businesses in Australia, Asia and the USA, and has over 20 years’ experience founding and
mentoring successful start-ups across Australia and the United States.
Mr. Jackson’s passion for supporting innovation in Australia and beyond has led him to become the
founder of Australia’s inaugural Crypto-currency Meetup, Crypto Sydney, an active member of fintech
incubator, Stone & Chalk, and tech accelerator, BlueChilli. He sits on the board of angel group Sydney
Angels Inc., is a mentor at Sydney University’s accelerator program, incubate.org.au, and retains a
position as a non-executive director at S2M Digital after previously acting as its CEO. Prior to this, David
was managing director of Global Job Network Pty Limited, and founding member of Parker Bridge
Financial Recruitment.
During the 17 years he spent building the digital and technology teams of dotcom's and corporates
across Australia and Asia, Mr. Jackson discovered that many of these businesses had one common
problem: a lack of access to timely and affordable funding for growth or to fill cash flow gaps.
In 2015, Mr. Jackson began developing a sophisticated Blockchain technology platform that would allow
Australian investors looking for new investment opportunities to connect directly to these businesses
in need of funds – FundX.
The technology platform uses Blockchain, machine learning, big data, and risk-based credit decisioning
software to rapidly and accurately assess the credit capacity of borrowers. From there, approval can
be attained within just one minute, and funds delivered to approved applicants within 24 hours.
David holds a Bachelor of Business from the University of Newcastle.
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About REFFIND
REFFIND Limited is a Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions provider with a product focus on
enterprise to employee solutions including rewards, loyalty and recognition, employee
communication and engagement. Based in Sydney, Australia the Company is listed on the
Australian Securities Exchange (ASX: RFN). The Company has built its growth to date
through both organic growth and acquisition.
For more information please visit www.reffind.com

